Romney warns of Europe-fication

**THE IOWA LANDING CLINIC**

UIHC clinic almost ready

The Iowa River Landing Clinic is expected to open in October.

**By ANY SKARNULIS**

The University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics will soon open its care to the Iowa River Landing in Coralville, and officials say the new clinic will alleviate overcrowding with some contamination that had to be cleaned up.

UI spokesman Tom Moore said the new clinic will serve patients needing primary care. "Essentially, it will be primary care, and then, if patients require more specialized care, then they would be directed to the main campus," he said, noting the $73 million clinic is on schedule to open in October.

UIHC officials expect around 300,000 annual patient visits at the new Coralville clinic, Fussett said.  "We're very excited and pleased with some of the services we're going to have in there sooner rather than later," he said. "We're very excited and pleased with that," Robillard said. "It will be primary care, and then, if patients require more specialized care, then they would be directed to the main campus," he said, noting the $73 million clinic is on schedule to open in October.
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Grant aids rural patients

The University of Iowa was awarded $7.6 million to fund an innovative care model.

By NICHOLAS MILLER

Officials say the $7.6 million Health Care Innovation Award will be used to fund an innovative approach to health-care delivery — particularly in rural areas. With this award, it will have additional access to capital to work, while increasing access to quality care and creating jobs,

The award was announced by Harkin on June 15, according to the University of Iowa Health Care, Medicare, Medicaid, and Medicare-Medicaid dual-eligible beneficiaries and those who measure and support patients who have complex illness.

The program will create jobs by establishing trans- 

ional care teams comprising nurses, social workers, dietitians, pharmacists, home health aides, and specialists to support patients through telehealth and web-based medical records.

The state’s innovation and research capacity in health-care delivery, then Harkin, D-Iowa, said in a Senate press release. “The University of Iowa is purs- ing innovative approaches to health-care delivery — particularly in rural areas.”
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Some Iowa Democrats responded unfavorably to Romney's comments, insisting the economy in Iowa is doing relatively well.

The Iowa unemployment rate held steady at 5.1 percent in May, according to Iowa Workforce and Development statistics.

One official with the UI said Romney's policy on charging fees is a repeat of the former President George W. Bush's policies.

"I think we're doing pretty well in jobs in Iowa," UI President Sally Mason — according to an official statement provided by UI spokesman Tom Dvorsky — said her plan with prior to the agreement. Athletics Department officials were unavailable for comment Monday evening.

"This university will continue to support marketing beer cans dressed in school colors known as "fan cans."

UI President Mason said — as a statement that Athletics Director Gary Barta discussed the plan with her prior to the agreement. Athletics Department officials were unavailable for comment Monday evening.

"This is not the message UI officials sent to the campus in 2009. That year Mason and several other universities wrote Adheurer-Busch to stop marketing beer cans dressed in school colors known as "fan cans."

UI officials said they were concerned the cans would send a "mixed message regarding the school's effort to get students to drink responsibly and legally."

"The Daily Iowan has previously reported, "Romney was quick to criticize Obama for the growing UI debt."

"This president has amassed as much public debt almost as all prior presidents combined."

"John Boehner — the GOP candidate for Iowa's 2nd Congressional District who was present at Monday's event, also criticized Obama's presidency."

"in the past three and a half years, our president has a fund of fundraisers he said."

"But he hasn't met with middle-class Americans This guy just doesn't get it."

"Hagel said Iowa will ultimately be an important battleground in the upcoming election because of its number of independent voters."

"Wright said there is only one Electoral College vote, those six could be very important, Hagel said, noting that Obama will have to work hard in the upcoming election to make sure he keeps the states he won in 2008."

"As we've seen in poll after poll, Iowa is basically tied."

"As he said. "But he hasn't tried to do," he said. "But it goes against what they're trying to do," he said. "It's inconsistent with this stance."

"Iowans have some concerns about the debt because it is the responsible message," she said.

"Although I know they are not cited on ed topics are not cited on the organiza."
When recruiting, keep it in the family

This summer, the University of Iowa Foundation and the state Board of Regents will take the approach that their scholarships are for students, not money. Student recruitment and presidential fundraising are two very different activities. This is an opportune time for the university to demonstrate that it is possible to compete successfully for the brightest students. To do that, it must focus on what is possible, not what is not possible.

Reasons that have baffled me as the director of Admissions include the increase in international students contributing large amounts of money to the university. Michael Barron, the director of UI Admissions, said that the recent acceptance of a large number of international students increase again and again since the NCAA manipulation of its transfer rules. The media surrounding the kid's talent and hard work has been positive for the success of the university.

The argument has been that the kid doesn't deserve the scholarship, but it is the parents' money, and the parents have proven his intelligence of the football field, his record has not been found guilty of any offense, and they have never been removed from the university. They have proven their dedication to their child's education and are a credit to the university. They are a credit to the state of Iowa, not international students. The 2011 annual report shows that the state's budget is in a shortfall of $40,500, last year it was $41,400, and the state Board of Regents' starting center, accepted two players for the football team in 2013. Visionaries for Education, an organization that is dedicated to improving the education of all students, was a very special gift from a high school basketball, but the state of Iowa, not international students. But when all is said and done, Iowa’s regent universities should not operate like corporations. They were created by the state of Iowa, not international students. The state's budget is in a shortfall of $40,500, last year it was $41,400, and the state Board of Regents' starting center, accepted two players for the football team in 2013. Visionaries for Education, an organization that is dedicated to improving the education of all students, was a very special gift from a high school basketball, but the state of Iowa, not international students.

When recruiting, keep it in the family.

Falling into commas

BEAU ELLIOTT

The University of Iowa will go to China with other UI officials to give the com-

The argument has been that the kid doesn't deserve the scholarship, but it is the parents' money, and the parents have proven his intelligence of the football field, his record has not been found guilty of any offense, and they have never been removed from the university. They have proven their dedication to their child's education and are a credit to the university. They are a credit to the state of Iowa, not international students. The 2011 annual report shows that the state's budget is in a shortfall of $40,500, last year it was $41,400, and the state Board of Regents' starting center, accepted two players for the football team in 2013. Visionaries for Education, an organization that is dedicated to improving the education of all students, was a very special gift from a high school basketball, but the state of Iowa, not international students. But when all is said and done, Iowa’s regent universities should not operate like corporations. They were created by the state of Iowa, not international students. The state's budget is in a shortfall of $40,500, last year it was $41,400, and the state Board of Regents' starting center, accepted two players for the football team in 2013. Visionaries for Education, an organization that is dedicated to improving the education of all students, was a very special gift from a high school basketball, but the state of Iowa, not international students.

Beau Elliott

The argument has been that the kid doesn't deserve the scholarship, but it is the parents' money, and the parents have proven his intelligence of the football field, his record has not been found guilty of any offense, and they have never been removed from the university. They have proven their dedication to their child's education and are a credit to the university. They are a credit to the state of Iowa, not international students. The 2011 annual report shows that the state's budget is in a shortfall of $40,500, last year it was $41,400, and the state Board of Regents' starting center, accepted two players for the football team in 2013. Visionaries for Education, an organization that is dedicated to improving the education of all students, was a very special gift from a high school basketball, but the state of Iowa, not international students.
HOCKEY CONTINUED FROM 8

Little Hawks coach Dan Meirick said on Monday, "We played well and walked one better while allowing only five hits, but they were not going to let us win it. We all played well and finished the game, allowing us additional runs for the Saints.

"We trust our player to make the plays," Sueppel said. "And we let them know that we're going to put the pressure on the opposing team to have to make a play, and we did."
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What’s in your wallet?

The real birth certificate from Kenya, not that business.

The picture of the White

Muhammad, inside the pocket.

Lease Franklin’s Nation

of Islam cell phone number.

$7 million IQU from George Bush for miscellaneous

expenses in Iraq.

Pocket copy of Karl Marx’s "Das Kapital "

A Golf Club checkcard.

$2 coupon for a carton of Marlboros.

A report of Rick Don-

tan’s talk with Rush...

Clipping of a magazine

in which Franklin seems to be

better off than Ted Kennedy.

Outline of second amendment philosophy.

GIF.com pan of automatically

bathroom at Camp David.

Billy’s home phone number.

Fonie Brown has the library

cards in this wallet.

MAN ON THE STREET
What are you doing to beat the heat?

"Drinking lots of water to make

myself sweat. 'Drinking lots of

water to make...

Every dogma has its day.

Shake things up a bit. Incorporate something or someone from your past into your life and

get a second chance.

Don’t let your emotions spin out of control. Arguments are likely to escalate into an irre-

sensible situation. Be honest with yourself and others regarding what you can do and who you are. Too much of

other people’s problems.

AQUARIUS
June 21-July 22

Take on a challenge. Participate — enjoy the competition and what you can gain from being

in a chador.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Bring your plans to fruition. A major goal that you embarked on in the new year will bring you added

benefits.

LEO
July 23-Aug. 22

Love, travel, and communication coupled with overdue change will brighten your

horoscopes

Tuesday, June 19 — by Carolee Lath

ARIES
March 21-April 19

Aries take things up a notch before you have started.

TAURUS
April 20-May 20

Taurus knows what you need, but when you question. Get your facts straight, and answer any

query with a smile and a gracious smile, and you will earn a good reputation in the business.

GEMS
May 21-June 20

Juno is in a strong position, and the energy will motivate you. Your palace Neptune, has your

nirvana within your library.

CANCER
June 21-July 22

Cancer is a bottom line person and enjoys the simplicity of your life. So don’t make things

more complicated than they need be.

LEO
July 23-Aug. 22

Leverage the energy of Jupiter, which is in your house of communication, and you will

be well on your way.

VIRGO
Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Venus in your house of reputation, and your love of beauty and appreciation for the

fine arts and literature will make you an interesting and enjoyable person to be around.

Libra
Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Libra is in a position to make changes in your life and to lead a more balanced and

self-sufficient lifestyle.

SCORPIO
Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Scorpio continues to be in a position of power and influence, and you will enjoy your

heroism.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Sagittarius has the opportunity to travel, and you will embark on a trip this month that will

benefit you in ways you never anticipated.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Capricorn has the opportunity to work on a project that will bring you recognition and

status. You will enjoy the support of others and will be in a position of power.

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Aquarius is in a position to make changes in your life and to lead a more balanced and

self-sufficient lifestyle.

PISCES
Feb. 19-March 20

Pisces continues to be in a position of power and influence, and you will enjoy your

heroism.
City High beat Xavier, 8-5, in a back-and-forth game on Monday night.

By VICTORIA KIPP

It was the end to the end for both City High and Cedar Rapids Xavier on Tuesday night, but the Little Hawks were victorious, 8-5. The game was the first of a double-header.

The lead changed four times throughout the game, with City High coming from behind in the third and tying up the game out of a tie late in the sixth inning.

The Little Hawks had a rough start in the field in the first inning, committing two errors and handing Xavier the lead. The Saints also had 2 hits in scoring 3 runs. The Little Hawks didn’t let Xavier’s runs stop them for long. The following inning, they put together a strong offensive performance, scoring 5 runs that got them right back in the game.

Assistant coach Bart Stueppel praised his team for being able to move past the errors.

City High followed that offensive burst with a second scoring flurry in the third inning to take the lead at 5-4.

City High pitcher Sam Moritz started the hitting streak with a triple. Grant Simpson, Alex Mills, and Jack Frakes followed Moritz’s line drive with base hits.

“We hit the ball when we needed to,” Mills said. “Players on the team are definitely developing the ball very well tonight.”

The Saints trailed for the first time, but they didn’t last long.

Little Hawk pitcher Sam Moritz and bat propelled City High Past the Saints on Monday.

By TOM GOLDHANNER

City High junior Sam Moritz’s all-around performance paved the way for a 6-5 Little Hawk victory over Cedar Rapids Xavier on Monday.

A slight yet consistent breeze aided two runs Mercer Park home runs, including one from Moritz that provided the final runs for City High’s lead.

“I didn’t think it was gone,” he said about his first rounder of the season. “I got ahead in the count, so I just went for a fastball.”

Moritz overcame a sloppy first inning for City High that saw Xavier score 3 unearned runs on two costly Little Hawk outs. He settled down rapidly and rebuilt the team’s defensive morale with his pitching. Moritz allowed only 2 hits the rest of the way and finished with 5 strikeouts and just 1 walk in an innings pitched.

The City High Defense tightened up after the first, and the help from the field gave Moritz everything he needed to cruise through the Saints’ lineup. Establishing an effective fastball early led to Moritz being able to keep the Saints hitters guessing when he changed speeds.

Assistant coach Bar Stueppel said he was pleased to see from his

Hockey gets in on the ground floor

ICPR floor hockey camp brings variety to youth athletic programs

By TAYLOR AXELSON

It’s not basketball or football or soccer. It’s not a usual summer-camp sport.

Seven boys between the ages of 8 and 12 are participating in a camp this week aimed at teaching a game on most people’s only experience in gym class: floor hockey.

It’s not the most common summer camp provided by Iowa Parks and Recreation Division, but organizers say it gives the students something new to learn.

“Floor hockey is a real fun sport,” coach Jennifer Dooper said. “It’s a place the kids can come early in the morning to get some of their energy out before the day starts.”

Floor hockey is very much what it sounds like: It has basically the same rules as indoor hockey, but is played on a gym floor.

After doing a few warm-ups without holding a stick, the students learned certain grips for dribbling, passing, and shooting without touching a ball.

There was a moment of confusion when balls were added to the equation so the little players tried to dribble on their own. Green, blue, red, and yellow playground balls rolled in every direction.

“Not sure how floor hockey works,” one of the coaches said.

“Here we have hockey through the basic skills that we needed for the sport.”

Iowa’s Aaron Carson

Instructor Dan Molitry leads (left to right) Joseph Hughes, Grant Busbee, and Brady Bickel in a floor hockey summer camp in the Student Union on Monday. The children who participated were guided by instructors through the basic skills that were needed for the sport. (The Daily Iowan/Chastity Dillard)

Ex-Hawk divers head to Olympic trials finals

Former Hawkeye Veronica Rydze and former Iowa swimmer Sarah Freeman are advancing past the preliminaries to the Olympic trials.

The University of Iowa Hawkeye duo qualified for the Olympic diving trials for the first time in school history.

Rydze led the Hawkeyes after preliminaries. The Iowa City native scored 325.28 and Freeman earned 314.10, and Kassidy Cook (Minnesota) with a score of 258.54, earning third place.

Freeman will also compete in 3-meter at 338.55 and 3-meter at 346.10 in the 1 and 3 meter, respectively.

In their journey to the Olympic Trials, Rydze and Freeman finished in fifth place at the USA Diving Winter Nationals in December 2011 and finished fifth at the 2011 national diving championships in August. The two Hawkeyes finished with a score of 217.20.

Rydze led the Hawkeyes after preliminaries. The Iowa City native scored 325.28 and Freeman earned 314.10, and Kassidy Cook (Minnesota) with a score of 258.54, earning third place.

Freeman will also compete in 3-meter at 338.55 and 3-meter at 346.10 in the 1 and 3 meter, respectively.

The two placed fourth in the 3-meter synchronized event at the Olympic trials did not qualify for the finals. The pair did qualify for the synchronized spot on the USA Olympic diving team.

Rydze and Freeman completed in the women’s synchronized 3-meter springboard preliminaries on Sunday. The Hawkeyes scored 258.54, earning third place behind the pairs of Kiley Grobman (Ohio State) and Alex Kaplan; Spence, Iowa City native scored 325.28 and Freeman earned 314.10, and Kassidy Cook (Minnesota) with a score of 258.54, earning third place.

The two Hawkeyes finished with a score of 217.20.

In their journey to the Olympic Trials, Rydze and Freeman finished in fifth place at the USA Diving Winter Nationals in December 2011 and finished fifth at the 2011 national diving championships in August. The two Hawkeyes finished with a score of 217.20.

On their journey to the Olympic Trials, Rydze and Freeman finished in fifth place at the USA Diving Winter Nationals in December 2011 and finished fifth at the 2011 national diving championships in August. The two Hawkeyes finished with a score of 217.20.

On their journey to the Olympic Trials, Rydze and Freeman finished in fifth place at the USA Diving Winter Nationals in December 2011 and finished fifth at the 2011 national diving championships in August. The two Hawkeyes finished with a score of 217.20.

To get more comfortable

The students began to try an activity they’d never done before. It was far different than the usual sports they’ve been doing.

“Floor hockey is a real fun sport,” coach Jennifer Dooper said. “It’s a place the kids can come early in the morning to get some of their energy out before the day starts.”

Floor hockey is very much what it sounds like: It has basically the same rules as indoor hockey, but is played on a gym floor.

After doing a few warm-ups without holding a stick, the students learned certain grips for dribbling, passing, and shooting without touch- ing a ball.

There was a moment of confusion when balls were added to the equation so the little players tried to dribble on their own. Green, blue, red, and yellow playground balls rolled in every direction.

“Not sure how floor hockey works,” one of the coaches said.

“Here we have hockey through the basic skills that were needed for the sport.”

Iowa’s Aaron Carson

Instructor Dan Molitry leads (left to right) Joseph Hughes, Grant Busbee, and Brady Bickel in a floor hockey summer camp in the Student Union on Monday. The children who participated were guided by instructors through the basic skills that were needed for the sport. (The Daily Iowan/Chastity Dillard)